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1
The Program

The written program materials included provisions pertaining to writ procedures in the California Constitution, Codes, and Rules of Court, as well as summaries of certain case opinions on writ procedures.

During the program, the moderator and the panelists discussed and answered numerous questions regarding five fatal writ petition mistakes: (1) filing an untimely petition, either by failing to meet a statutory deadline or by waiting too long in light of ongoing trial court proceedings or by waiting until the very last day and failing to follow proper procedures, for example attempting to file a petition electronically; (2) filing a petition seeking review from an order not suited for writ relief, for example a conditional or non-final trial court ruling; (3) failing to adequately make a request for a stay of trial court proceedings or overstating the need for an immediate stay; (4) providing an inadequate record supporting a petition, for example by failing to include necessary documents such as the complaint or a signed court order or a reporter’s transcript or declaration summarizing the relevant oral proceedings; and (5) seeking a writ for an improper purpose, such as delay, or using an improper tone in the petition, for example by unduly criticizing the trial judge.
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